On the gravel path at the foot of the entrance to the Bowling Green. Even with the 5th metal stake holding a chain on the south side of the Bowling Green entrance. 24' south of green sign, 20' south of white south gate post.

On Mt. Vernon Circle going north. On the east side of the Circle, 32' from the end of the lane divider. 129' clockwise (to the south) of the storm drain.

MILE 2
On the Parkway going northwest. 65' past brown “Washington D.C. 14.5 Mi.” sign on the river side. 38.715364°, -77.077443°.

MILE 1
On the parkway going southeast. 362' before stonework for Hunting Creek bridge. Even with SE end of 7th white hash mark beyond “Speed Limit 45” sign on river side. 38.713944°, -77.075357°.

MILE 3
On private service road going SW. 60' before reaching brick and gravel path. 38.709444°, -77.086481°.

FINISH
On the gravel path at the foot of the entrance to the Bowling Green. Even with the 5th metal stake holding a chain on the south side of the Bowling Green entrance. 24' south of green sign, 20' south of white south gate post.

Note
Runners are restricted to their own left side of the yellow centerline.
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